We report on temperature dependent photocurrent measurements of high-quality dual-gated monolayer graphene (MLG) p-n junction devices. A photothermoelectric (PTE) effect governs the photocurrent response in our devices, allowing us to track the hot electron temperature and probe hot electron cooling channels over a wide temperature range (4 K to 300 K). At high temperatures (T > T * ), we found that both the peak photocurrent and the hot spot size decreased with temperature, while at low temperatures (T < T * ), we found the opposite, namely that the peak photocurrent and the hot spot size increased with temperature. This non-monotonic temperature dependence can be understood as resulting from the competition between two hot electron cooling pathways: (a) (intrinsic) momentum-conserving normal collisions (NC) that dominates at low temperatures and (b) (extrinsic) disorder-assisted supercollisions (SC) that dominates at high temperatures. Gate control in our high quality samples allows us to resolve the two processes in the same device for the first time. The peak temperature T * depends on carrier density and disorder concentration, thus allowing for an unprecedented way of controlling graphene's photoresponse.
Unlike other materials, electron-lattice cooling at room temperature in graphene is dominated by an extrinsic three-body process [10] . This occurs when acoustic phonon emission is assisted by disorder scattering, as is called supercollisions (SC). SC dominates over the intrinsic momentum-conserving emission of acoustic phonons (NC) for high temperatures. At low temperatures, the intrinsic process is expected to be dominant. However, the intrinsic NC process has never been experimentally observed before [11, 14] .
Here, we report on temperature dependent spatially resolved photocurrent measurements of high-quality MLG p-n junction devices. At the p-n interface, the PTE effect dominates the photocurrent generation [2] [3] [4] and exhibits a non-monotonic temperature dependence. We demonstrate that both the magnitude and spatial extent of the photoresponse are highly enhanced at an intermediate temperature T * , indicating the coexistence of momentum-conserving NC cooling and disorder-assisted SC mechanisms. NC (SC) cooling dominates below (above) T * , which can be tuned by varying the charge and impurity densities. In addition, we observed that the photoresponse at the graphene-metal (G-M) interface is also dominated by the PTE effect with a similar temperature dependent behavior. Lastly, we show that the dramatic suppression of hot carrier cooling at T * allows for non-local control of hot carrier dynamics. This involves top gate modulation of the photocurrent arising from illuminating the (distant) G-M interface.
Our MLG p-n junction devices are fabricated by micromechanical exfoliation, followed by standard e-beam lithography techniques to define contacts (Fig. 1a) . Hexagonal boron nitride flakes (10 -20 nm thick) are then placed onto the samples as dielectric insulators by using a PMMA-transfer method, after which local top gates are fabricated to form p-n junctions in the center of the devices. In our experiments, the samples are kept in a liquid helium flow cryostat with an embedded resistive heater to give a precise temperature control from 4 K to above room temperature. We have measured 8 SiO 2 -supported exfoliated MLG devices with a high mobility of ∼ 10, 000 cm 2 /Vs, all of which show similar results. The data presented in this paper was collected from two of them: Device 1 (8 µm long) and Device 2 (6 µm long).
By tuning back gate (V BG ) and top gate (V TG ) voltages independently, the junction can be operated in four different charge configurations: p-p, n-n, p-n and n-p [3, 4, [15] [16] [17] . The photovoltage V PH measured with the laser fixed at the p-n interface as a function of V BG and V TG exhibits six regions of alternating signs (Fig. 1b) , which has been shown to be the fingerprint of the PTE effect [2] [3] [4] . This six-fold pattern is observed over a wide range of lattice (environment) temperatures from 4 K up to 300 K. for µ 1 = −µ 2 (dashed white line in Fig. 1b Fig.  1d , where V PH is plotted as a function of temperature at four different points (circles) along the µ 1 = −µ 2 slice in Fig. 1b , all of which exhibit a dramatic enhancement at T * = 60 K. In comparison, only minor differences are observed for the measured resistance, R, within the same temperature range. We plot V PH (same as the red line in Fig. 1d ) and R (near the Dirac point) as a function of temperature in the same graph ( 
, which is proportional to Te − T0, as a function of y for different cooling lengths. (c) Calculation of the quantity
, which is proportional to the opencircuit photovoltage, as a function of ξ/L. ξ: cooling length. L: device length. (d) Calculation of the temperature dependence of photovoltage generated with the laser fixed at the p-n interface with varying TBG by using kF = 40 (normalized to each peak). Red: TBG = 6 K; black: TBG = 12 K; blue: TBG = 24 K and green: TBG = 48 K for chemical potential µ = 50, 100, 200, 400 meV respectively. and R are normalized by their lowest values, which occur at T = 250 K. While V PH shows an increase by as much as 500% at T * , R stays fairly constant over the full temperature range (similar for R measured away from the Dirac point). In Fig. 1f , we show the temperature dependence of V PH collected from Device 2 at low (blue star) and high (blue square) densities, both of which exhibit non-monotonic behaviors but with an upwards shift of T * from low to high density. This non-monotonic temperature dependence of the photoresponse is closely related to hot electron dynamics in graphene. To illustrate this, we begin by describing the photovoltage as V PH = (S 1 − S 2 )∆T pn which determines the open-circuit PTE voltage generated from a sharply defined p-n junction [2, 3] (∆T pn is the electronic temperature increase at the p-n interface). We assume a linear response regime where T e T 0 [3] (T 0 is the lattice temperature) in the following analysis, which is consistent with the fact that all the measurements are performed in the linear power regime. By neglecting the temperature dependence of the resistance, S 1 − S 2 is linear in T [18, 19] , indicating a strong temperature dependence embedded in ∆T pn .
With the laser focused on the p-n interface, a steadystate spatial profile of the electronic temperature T e is established ( Fig. 2a and 2b) . Material parameters that can affect the profile include the thermal conductivity κ, the electronic specific heat C e , and the electron-lattice cooling rate γ. The combination of these three parameters generates a characteristic cooling length ξ = (κ/γC e ) 1 2 for hot carrier propagation in the system [2] . Due to the linear temperature dependence of both κ (WiedemannFranz law) and C e , the temperature dependence of ξ is embedded in γ. The analytical solution to the heat equation of the system is T e (y) Supplementary Information) , whereQ is the rate at which heat enters the system and L is the device length (∆T pn is the value at y = 0). Fig. 2b shows the spatial profile of T e − T 0 in units ofQL/κ, i.e., the dimensionless quantity
2L cosh(L/2ξ) , for different values of ξ. The linear temperature dependence of S cancels out that of κ in the denominator of ∆T pn when we multiply these to find the photoresponse V PH . Consequently, the whole temperature dependence of V PH is through ξ and thus ultimately via the cooling rate γ only. As can be seen from Fig. 2c , the photoresponse, which is proportional to
In order to understand the temperature dependence of γ, we consider possible hot carrier cooling pathways in graphene. After initial relaxation of photo-excited carriers due to electron-electron scattering and optical phonon emission, the hot carrier distribution cools by emitting acoustic phonons [9] . A relevant cooling process is single acoustic phonon emission (NC), which gives a slow cooling rate γ NC = A/T with a prefactor A related to the charge density [9] . However, the disorder-assisted SC cooling gives rise to a competing cooling channel with a different cooling rate γ SC = BT , where the prefactor B is related to the amount of disorder and the charge density [10] . Therefore, NC and SC dominate at low and high temperatures respectively, with a cross-over temperature
, where T BG is the Bloch-Grüneisen temperature, and k F is the disorderdependent mean free path as modeled in Ref. [10] .
We see from the above equation that the optimal temperature for photodetection can be tuned by the disorder concentration (via k F ) and the charge carrier density (via T BG ), which can be understood in terms of the relative weight of NC and SC cooling pathways. The available phase space for NC cooling is expanded when increasing the charge carrier density, and the SC channel is suppressed by reducing the disorder concentration. Both changes result in an increase in the temperature range dominated by NC and a decrease in the range of SC behavior, which will cause T * to increase. On the other hand, decreasing the carrier density and increasing the disorder amount will cause T * to shift to lower temperatures. The shifting of T * due to carrier density change is shown in Fig. 1f and Fig. 2d (simulation) . To further verify the disorder relation, in-situ and systematic control of the disorder concentration is required. More detailed work needs to be done to uncover what type of disorder is dominant in assisting hot electron cooling. In any case, we want to emphasize that less disorder is always preferable in terms of the absolute efficiency of photocurrent at any temperatures.
The sensitivity of T * to the charge density and disorder concentration may account for the different (monotonic) temperature dependent behavior observed in previous studies [1, 4, 11, 14, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . In addition, all the above arguments are based on the T e T 0 condition, while otherwise we need to consider the full expression of the relative cooling weight between the SC and NC, which is derived in Ref. [10] as T 0 ) will strongly enhance the SC weight even at low lattice temperatures, completely masking the NC processes.
The non-monotonic temperature dependence of hot electron cooling is reflected not only in the magnitude of the photocurrent, but also in its spatial profile. Fig.  3a shows the spatially resolved photocurrent microscopy (V SD = 0) of Device 2. A strong photocurrent signal is observed at the p-n interface while the contact signals are strongly suppressed, which allows for independent extraction of the p-n signal profile. This signal decays with distance away from the p-n edge (denoted by a dashed black arrow in Fig. 3a) at different rates depending on temperature (Fig. 3b) . The lowest decay rate is observed at the peak temperature T * = 60 K, corresponding to the longest cooling length (theoretical simulations in Fig. 3b  inset) .
We now turn to the G-M interface of Device 1, where we also see evidence of a PTE response to laser illumination. In order to avoid ambiguity, we fixed the laser at the interface away from the top gate electrode. Fig. 4a shows the photovoltage V PH as a function of V BG and V TG at 250 K, exhibiting complete reversal of polarity with respect to V BG , which is consistent with previous studies [25] [26] [27] [28] . Fig. 4b plots V PH slices as a function of V BG (fixed V TG ) at various temperatures, showing once again that the photovoltage is maximized at an intermediate temperature (60 K) and thus has a non-monotonic temperature dependence. The full temperature dependent behavior of V PH is shown in Fig. 4c , where the maximum values of V PH are plotted against temperature. We emphasize that this non-monotonic temperature dependence due to the hot electron cooling is unique to the PTE response and is not expected from the conventional photovoltaic (PV) effect, in which the seperation of excited carriers by the built-in electric field leads to a net current [25] [26] [27] [28] . Therefore, this serves as a strong indication that the PTE effect dominates the response to laser illumination of the G-M interface, consistent with recent reports where the photovoltaic contribution at 800 nm wavelength is relatively small [29] .
Another important fact that can be extracted from 4a is that V PH exhibits very little dependence on V TG at T = 250 K. This is shown more clearly in Fig. 4d , where V PH is plotted as a function of V TG at different back gate voltages (vertical slices of Fig. 4a ). Each curve has been subtracted by the value along the diagonal dashed line in Fig. 4a , which defines the charge neutrality point of the dual-gated region. Indeed, no obvious top gate dependence is observable other than random fluctuations. In striking contrast, the same plot as Fig. 4d , but at the peak temperature T * = 60 K instead, exhibits clear top gate modulation (Fig. 4e) , indicating nonlocal hot carrier transport enhanced by a long cooling length. This is further illustrated in Fig. 4f . When the cooling length ξ is short either due to NC at low temperature or SC at high temperature, the hot carriers strongly thermalize with the lattice before reaching the top-gated region. This results in a low temperature gradient ∆T 2 and thus a low PTE voltage in that region. Therefore, it is difficult to observe the modulation of S 2 by the top gate. In contrast, at the peak temperature T * , the energy loss from the electronic system to the lattice is min- imized. Hot carriers feature long relaxation lifetimes and long spatial propagation, leading to a considerable ∆T 2 to drive S 2 . In this regime, the top gate modulation is readily observable (Fig. 4e ).
In conclusion, we have observed a strong nonmonotonic temperature dependent behavior of the PTE response of high quality graphene p-n and G-M junctions. This behavior originates from two competing mechanisms for hot carrier cooling. At the peak temperature, hot carriers cool the slowest, resulting in a 5-fold increase in the photocurrent generation with respect to room temperature and a dramatic nonlocal phenomenon. This optimal temperature for maximal hot carrier extraction is controllable by carrier density and disorder concentration, which may pave the way for the design of more efficient graphene hot carrier devices.
